
  
 
 

4060 SHOCK COMPATIBILITY 
 

What size shock is compatible with the SCOR 4060? 

The SCOR 4060 is designed for a 205 mm eye-to-eye trunnion mount shock with a shock stroke of  
65 mm for the LT configuration, and 57.5 mm for the ST configuration. 

Can I run a coil shock on the SCOR 4060? 

Absolutely. The SCOR 4060 is designed to be able to work equally well with either an air or coil shock, 
giving you the choice as to how you stay sprung. The frame is designed to accommodate coil shocks 
from Fox and RockShox, Öhlins will fit as well. Before buying a coil shock from another brand you’ll 
want to check clearances. 

Do I need additional hardware if I buy a SCOR 4060 frame and a compatible shock? 

No, the mounting hardware is included when you buy a SCOR frameset without shock. 

Shock specifications 

Eye-to-eye: 205 mm, trunnion mount 
Stroke: 65 mm (LT), 57.5 mm (ST) 
Bushings: SCOR trunnion mount frame bushings (spare part no. 30001741) 
Bolts: SCOR rear shock bolt set (spare part no. 30001740) 
Hardware lower eyelet: 30 x 8 mm 

Shock compatibility 

Brand Model Spring Compatibility 

Fox Float X2 air yes 

Fox Float X air yes 
Fox DPX2 air yes 

Fox DHX2 coil yes 

Rockshox SuperDeluxe air yes 

Rockshox SuperDeluxe Coil coil yes 
Rockshox SuperDeluxe Flight Attendant air yes 

Rockshox Vivid Air Yes 

Push Elevensix Low coil yes (only springs up to 550 lb/in) 

Cane Creek Kitsuma Air air no 

Cane Creek Kitsuma Coil coil yes 
Formula Mod coil yes 

Öhlins TTX22 Coil coil yes 

Öhlins TTX22 Air air no 

EXT e-Storia coil yes 
EXT Storia Lok V3 coil yes 

 
Before buying another shock, you’ll want to check clearances. 
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